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INTRODUCTION
The liberal tradition dominates the philosophical discussion
around sex education, which aims to advance sexual justice within and
outside of schools. However, the liberal discourse on sex education operates on the assumption that the problems around sexuality are merely
aberrations within the status quo, rather than structural injustices within
society. In this paper, we critique the ways in which the liberal discourse
on sex education systematically neglects the class dimensions of sexuality—
the ways in which sexual identities are partly determined by capitalism’s
class relations.1 We focus on the class dimension of sexuality for two
reasons. First, the liberal discourse on sex education systematically fails
to account for capitalism’s role in shaping sexual identities, and therefore
inadequately diagnoses the dynamic nature of sexual oppression. Second,
by misdiagnosing the class dimensions of sexuality, the liberal approach
advances a depoliticized sex education—that is, a sex education that
mis-frames structural inequalities as personal and/or cultural problems.
To develop this argument, our paper proceeds as follows. First,
we shall explain the class dimension of sexuality, focusing specifically on
capitalism’s structural impact on the performance of sexual identities.
We will then analyze three approaches to sex education: liberal pluralism,
liberal paternalism, and queer liberalism. These analyses will show how each
approach neglects the class dimensions of sexuality, and thus purposes
a depoliticized sex education. Finally, we conclude with questions for
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future philosophical investigations raised by this analysis.
Before proceeding, two cautionary notes are in order. First, this
paper is not a normative justification of a radical approach to sex education. While we believe a radical approach to sex education is necessary
and normatively defensible, our paper only aims to critique the limits of
the liberal discourse on sex education. Second, we avoid developing a
normative alternative approach to sex education in order to challenge, like
Raymond Geuss, the assumption that “criticism must be constructive.”2
Constructive approaches can often hastily move to explain what sex
education “ought to be” without adequately analyzing the relationships
between sexuality and power, specifically between sexuality and capitalism.
Thus, we employ the method of critique to free us of the imperative to
say what “ought to occur,” which in turn allows us space to expose the
limits of the liberal discourse on sex education.

THE CLASS DIMENSIONS OF SEXUALITY
Sexuality is commonly interpreted as having a performative
dimension.3 While we agree that sexuality is performed, such performances occur within structurally unequal and antagonistic capitalist
class relationships, which means sexuality is also shaped and limited by
capitalism. Therefore, a sex education program that ignores the role of
capitalism also inadequately teaches children to understand and challenge
the complex nature of sexual oppression. However, to understand how
class intersects with sexuality, we first need an operating definition of
capitalism. Capitalism, as Erik Olin Wright argues, is a way of organizing
economic activities, and can generally be defined along two axes: class
relations and economic coordination.4 For our purpose, we shall focus only
on class relations.
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Class relations, Olin Wright argues, are “the social relations through
which the means of production are owned and power is exercised over
their use.”5 Within capitalism, the means of production are primarily
owned through private property, which creates antagonist class relations. The
classic example of this is the relationship between capitalists and workers:
the capitalists control the means and distribution of production, while
the workers, in order to survive, must sell their labor to the capitalists at
a price determined by the market. The capitalist and the worker are then
locked in the following antagonist relationship: the capitalist acts in his/
her best interest and extracts more profit from labor, thereby decreasing
the worker’s means of subsistence, while the worker seeks to eradicate
capitalism’s profit motive, or at least receive a fair share of the profit,
which conflicts with the interest of capitalists.
Of course, modern capitalist economies are more complex than
this simple class relationship. Nonetheless, complex capitalist societies
still create or magnify structurally antagonistic class relationships, and do
so by creating conditions in which the interests of individuals occupying
different class positions are structurally at odds. Within capitalism, we
can identify at least two overlapping antagonist class relationships: class
exploitation and class domination. Class exploitation, following the classic Marxist example above, occurs when the capitalist exploits the surplus labor
from workers. Class domination, on the other hand, refers to the ability of
one class to arbitrarily control the activities of another class. One way in
which class domination occurs is through forms of opportunity hoarding.
Capitalism incentivizes opportunity hoarding by allowing individuals who
occupy one class position to maintain objective interests in accessing
certain limited social positions or goods. However, the more one class
accesses said goods or social positions, the less access is provided to individuals in another class position. Opportunity hoarding within education
is a prime example of this. Within most capitalist societies, education is
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the primary means for bettering or maintaining one’s class status. This
relationship between education and access to the capitalist labor market
necessitates middle and upper-class families’ vested interest in ensuring
their children’s access to education.6 The interests of the middle and
upper-classes, however, conflicts with the interests of lower-class families, because the more the former employs their capital to access elite
forms of education, the less opportunities are available for working and
lower-class families.7
To clarify how class intersects with sexuality, we shall focus on
three distinct ways in which capitalism affects sexual identities: exacerbating
antagonist sexual identities, causing sexual alienation, and limiting sexual identities.
These three examples will help clarify how the liberal discourse on sex
education neglects the class dimensions of sexuality, and why such neglect
leads to depoliticized sex education.

Class Exacerbating Antagonist Sexual Identities
A social antagonist identity is an identity based upon social status,
in which the performance of the identity depends in part upon how an
individual distinguishes themselves from others. Such identities are antagonist because the privileged status of the performed identity is partly
based upon its distinction from less-esteemed identities.8 Antagonist sexual
identities can be performed independent of class factors; however, when
such identities are performed within class dominating relationships, these
antagonist identities are exacerbated. One example here is slut-shaming
on college campuses. As sociologists Elizabeth A. Armstrong, Laura
Hamilton, and Elizabeth M. Armstrong explain, upper-class high-status
women in a mid-west college institution, referred to as “MU,” use slut
discourse to make class distinctions between themselves and lower-class
low-status women.9 These antagonist sexual identities are structurally
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reproduced at MU, because like many other elite state institutions MU
most actively recruits middle and upper-class students who can afford
higher tuition costs. To recruit and retain these students, MU structures
its campus environment to benefit their interests, including leasing and
selling prime real-estate around campus to fraternities, sororities, and
private companies who rent expensive student housing.10 In sum, when
universities are the primary mechanism through which individuals maintain
or better their class status within capitalism, and colleges are increasingly
dependent upon middle and upper-class families’ ability to pay higher
tuition costs, then colleges have an objective interest in ensuring their
environment panders to middle and upper-class students.11 However,
these are the same students most likely to engage in slut-shaming and
other antagonist gendered performances.12

Class Causing Sexual Alienation
The next case is one in which class causes sexual alienation. A
person experiences an alienating sexual lifestyle when they are forced to
identify with a sexual lifestyle they find difficult or impossible to endorse.13
Capitalism incentivizes opportunity hoarding by maintaining a strong
link between one’s ability to live and one’s engagement in paid labor; by
requiring people to engage in paid labor to survive, capitalism pushes
individuals into alienating sexual lifestyles, and simultaneously creates
structural inequalities that limit who can access certain forms of paid labor.
This means individuals who occupy upper and middle-class positions have
an objective interest in ensuring that they, and their children, can access
socially-esteemed, well-paying, and personally fulfilling jobs. Even more,
they have the class privilege to secure this reality.14 Conversely, those who
occupy lower-class positions are afforded fewer opportunities to access
socially-esteemed, well-paying jobs. As a result, lower-class individuals
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are more likely to be pushed into forms of paid-labor (legal or illegal)
they find personally alienating. Sex work is an example of how class can
cause sexual alienation.15 Sex work is a reasonable sexual lifestyle in which
individuals from all classes participate, and can be personally fulfilling and
generously paying; however, not all individuals participate in sex work for
the same reasons nor under the same conditions. For instance, lower-class
women often feel pushed into sex work even when they find it difficult
or impossible to endorse. They are more likely to participate in more
dangerous forms of sex work, and compared to middle and upper-class
women, they lack the same resources to exit sex work.16

Class Limiting Sexual Identities
Capitalism not only pushes individuals into alienating sexual
lifestyles by incentivizing inequalities in wealth and income, but it also
structures and limits how individuals can perform their sexual identity.17
For instance, performing a queer identity as an affluent youth is quite
different from performing a queer identity as a homeless youth, because
performing queerness requires access to certain kinds of material goods,
like clothing, which are difficult for queer homeless youth to acquire. In
addition, queer homeless youth experience higher rates of mental illness
and sexual and physical abuse, and are more likely to engage in “risky”
behavior, like sex work and substance abuse.18 Unlike middle and upper-class queer youth, homeless queer youth lack the material resources
and/or access to social services to mitigate these problems.

CRITIQUE OF LIBERAL SEX EDUCATION
In the abovementioned cases, capitalism structurally shapes how
and under what conditions sexuality is performed. A robust sex education,
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then, must teach children how capitalism impacts sexuality. However, the
liberal discourse on sex education neglects capitalism, and as a result,
proposes depoliticized approaches to sex education: a sex education that
assumes structural injustices can be addressed by changing personal behaviors or cultural dispositions. Our critique of the liberal discourse on
sex education is not a critique of liberalism per se—we remain agnostic
on liberalism’s ability to construct a sex education that challenges the
class dimensions of sexuality. Instead, we argue that by misdiagnosing
the class dimensions of sexuality, the liberal approach to sex education
advances a depoliticized education.19 To justify our argument, we shall
analyze three liberal approaches to sex education: liberal pluralism, liberal
paternalism, and queer liberalism.

Liberal Pluralism
Our first case is Josh Corngold’s liberal pluralism approach. For Corngold, the central question for sex education is: How should common schools in a
liberal pluralist society approach sex education in the face of deep disagreements about sexual
morality? Dealing with unremitting sexual discord in a liberal society, according
to Corngold, requires an autonomy-promoting education, which he defines
as “develop[ing] the emotional strength, as well as critical thinking, and social
skills necessary to resist manipulation and coercion” and to “empower students,
cognitively and emotionally, to exercise sovereignty over their own sexuality.”20
Only by teaching children to be autonomous agents can we ensure they will
be capable of sexual self-determination and of reasonably handling moral
disagreements. By assuming that individual changes, like being more autonomous, are sufficient for challenging the class dimensions of sexuality, Corngold
depoliticizes sex education. The limits of Corngold’s approach become clear
when we apply his argument for an autonomous education to the cases of class
incentivizing antagonist identities and class causing sexual alienation.
First, Corngold’s liberal pluralist approach inadequately deals with
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cases in which capitalism incentivizes moral disagreements around sexuality.
For example, when slut-shaming is used to make class distinctions, such moral
disagreements are based upon sexuality and class tensions over whose and
which sexual practices are deemed “reasonable” and “worthwhile.” In this case,
teaching children to autonomously handle moral disagreement is necessary, but
insufficient. While an autonomy-promoting education might lessen the degree
to which individuals engage in harmful and antagonist class practices, such an
education is insufficient for challenging the role of class domination in incentivizing these disagreements. Second, Corngold’s approach also inadequately
addresses cases in which capitalism pushes individuals into alienating lifestyles.
For example, empowering individuals to resist manipulation and coercion does
not challenge the class factors that push individuals into sexual lifestyles they
cannot personally endorse, like sex work. And without a sex education that
challenges these structures of class domination, individuals forced into such
lifestyles will be unable to exercise sexual sovereignty. In the end, Corngold’s
approach to sex education is depoliticized, as it focuses too much on changing
individual behaviors and dispositions and insufficiently addresses the class
dimensions of sexuality.

Liberal Paternalism
The next case we shall investigate is Paula McAvoy’s liberal paternalist approach.21 For McAvoy, the key question is: How can we design a
justifiable sex education under conditions of inequality? According to McAvoy,
sex education should demote autonomy and promote mutuality because
individuals acting autonomously can still reproduce gender inequalities,
thus making autonomy an insufficient value for sex education. To adjudicate between “good sexual choices” and “bad sexual choices,” McAvoy
argues that sex education should take a liberal paternalist approach, which
places limitations on some choices in order to help people “live freer and
more fulfilling lives.”22 On face, the liberal paternalist approach appears
well positioned to address the class dimensions of sexuality because it
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focuses on conditions of inequality; however, McAvoy misdiagnoses
gender inequalities within capitalism, and as a result, advances a depoliticized approach to sex education.
To understand how McAvoy misdiagnoses gender inequality within
capitalism, we examine a case she uses to justify her liberal paternalist
approach: Girls Gone Wild. According to McAvoy, the women (and men)
who participate in Girls Gone Wild are not making autonomous choices
because their choices are “unduly shaped by the preferences of others.”23
More specifically, “these women [and men] are behaving in ways defined
by the marketplace (more specially, the porn industry),” and “because this
culture is so pervasive and begins with advertising and products targeted
at young children, these preferences get shaped subconsciously over time
and so cannot be considered autonomous.”24 McAvoy’s critique of Girls
Gone Wild, as well as of the market, is inaccurate because it fails to understand the connection between the market and capitalism. As we noted
above, participation in sex work is connected to the structural injustices
within capitalism. For instance, when Girls Gone Wild was in business, it
solicited and hired women who were and women who were not in college, which means it was a capitalist company profiting from voluntary
participants and from women capitalism pushed into such work.25 In this
regard, McAvoy is incorrect to reduce participation within Girls Gone Wild,
or other forms of sex work, to simply having one’s preferences “unduly
shaped” by the market. Indeed, individuals participate within sex work
for various reasons: while some participate because their preferences
have been unduly shaped, some participate because it empowers them,
and others are forced into sex work because of capitalism.26
When McAvoy reduces participation in Girls Gone Wild or other
forms of sex work to unduly shaped preferences, she culturalizes sexual
injustices. By that we mean she treats sexual injustices primarily as a cultural
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problem, rather than one reproduced through personal, cultural, and
structural practices.27 McAvoy’s culturalizing sexual injustices manifests
in her argument for mutuality. As noted above, McAvoy demotes autonomy for mutuality in order to account for the ways in which individuals
internalize oppressive sexual norms and make choices that reproduce
sexual oppression. However, promoting mutuality over autonomy just
shifts the aims of sex education from the personal level (i.e., autonomy) to a cultural level (i.e., mutuality); such a shift still rests upon the
assumption that changing individual behaviors and cultural norms can
adequately address the class dimensions of sexuality. While McAvoy
correctly notes that individuals internalize oppressive sexual norms, she
neglects capitalism’s role in reproducing oppressive norms: not only does
capitalism incentivize oppressive gender norms, but it also creates unequal
conditions that push individuals into oppressive sexual situations. As a
result, McAvoy’s argument for mutuality over autonomy is too weak to
help children challenge the structural injustices within capitalism that
reproduce gender domination.
Finally, McAvoy’s liberal paternalism would also reproduce the
class and sexual domination she aims to eradicate. For example, liberal
paternalism rests upon three assumptions: a predetermined conception
of “good sexual choices” and “bad sexual choices”; that a legitimate process for determining “good sexual choices” from “bad sexual choices”
exists; and that a criterion for determining “good moral choosers” and
“bad moral choosers” exists. Based on these assumptions, however, those
who participate in a predetermined “bad sexual practice” are effectively
excluded from the process of determining good sexual choices from bad
sexual choices. Based upon McAvoy’s argument, those who participate
in sex work do so because their preferences are unduly shaped by the
market, which makes them “bad sexual choosers.” Once an individual is
labeled a bad sexual chooser, there is no reason to include them in the
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process of distinguishing between good and bad sexual choices. Taking
this argument to its logical conclusion, women (and men) empowered
by activities deemed “bad sexual practices” would also be excluded from
democratically determining what should be taught to children. And because
of heteronormative and class biases embedded within the predetermined
conception of sexual practices, the exclusionary mechanism inherently
built into the liberal paternalist approach is likely to reproduce gender
and class injustices.28

Queering Liberalism
Finally, we turn to Cris Mayo’s work, which we term queering liberalism.29 Mayo’s work has disrupted normative discourses on sex education by
foregrounding the experiences of marginalized and stigmatized LGBTQ
youth in education and society. Using Judith Butler and Michel Foucault,
Mayo critiques the liberal discourse on sex education for misunderstanding
the relationship between power and identity—specifically, for uncritically
assuming heterosexuality as the basis of politics and thus neglecting the
experiences of queer youth.30 A central theme running through Mayo’s
work is: To what extent can liberal theory address the animus against queer-identities
within education? According to Mayo, in order for liberal theory to address
the issues of queer youth, sex education must be more inclusive and invoke
a sense of ethical curiosity. That is, sex education must exhibit a concern
for diverse identity categories and a willingness to build sexual alliances.31
However, this solution also neglects class dimensions of sexuality and
thus depoliticizes sex education in two ways.
The first way Mayo’s work depoliticizes sex education is by
assuming that inclusion sufficiently addresses animus against queer
students.32 By inclusion, Mayo means adequate representation of queer
identities within education.33 For example, according to Mayo, to properly
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address the animus against queer students, schools must work “to ensure
that learning environments are not spaces of bullying, and to work so
that curricula, school activities, and school facilities represent diverse
sexualities, genders, and forms of relationship.”34 Here, the assumption
is that the exclusion faced by queer youth can be mitigated by rethinking,
expanding, or reinterpreting sexuality. The logic of inclusion may be
appropriate for dealing with some of the animus against queer youth,
but inclusion is an ill-suited response to cases in which class structures
limit sexual identity.35 For instance, if we apply Mayo’s argument for inclusion to a case of queer homeless youth, we are compelled to assume
the best way to address their experience is to represent and include their
diverse identities into sex education. In this case, the logic of inclusion
is both inappropriate and demeaning because being homeless is not a
praiseworthy diverse experience. We should not teach children to be more
accepting or inclusive of homelessness, queer or otherwise; instead, we
should teach children to dismantle the structures within capitalism that
perpetuate homelessness and unjustly limit how individuals perform their
sexual identities.36 Because Mayo neglects cases in which class restricts
an individual’s performance of their sexual identity, her argument for
inclusion also ultimately depoliticizes sex education.
Second, by neglecting capitalism’s role in limiting an individual’s
performance of their sexual identity, Mayo tacitly reproduces the myth of gay
affluence—that is, the assumption that all queer individuals occupy the same
class position and thus have the same material resources to perform their
queer identities.37 Mayo reproduces the myth of gay affluence because her
primary aim is to address queer subjectivities within our existing society,
but this prevents her from thinking through the ways in which capitalism
structurally prevents some queer individuals from being included within
society. For example, while Mayo aptly critiques the liberal approach to
sex education for assuming queer youth have a stable and recognizable
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identity, she ignores capitalism’s role in preventing queer youth, especially
lower-class queer youth, from developing a stable sexual identity.38 As a
result, Mayo’s proposed solution to sex education assumes that all queer
youth occupy the same class position, and can therefore form a stable
identity once they are included in schools and society. Because she fails
to challenge capitalism’s role in further marginalizing queer youth, Mayo’s
reliance upon the myth of gay affluence depoliticizes sex education.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
So far, we have shown how three main liberal approaches to sex
education neglect the class dimensions of sexuality, and in so doing advance a depoliticized sex education. We have actively avoided offering an
alternative approach to sex education for several reasons. First, an insufficient understanding of sexual domination, especially within capitalism,
will result in depoliticized solutions. An incomprehensive diagnosis of a
problem can often result in misidentifying the social institutions capable
of addressing said harms. Second, society often demands that schools
address most social ills, including educating children to challenge sexual
oppression, without interrogating the structural changes that must occur
within society and the educational system for such ills to be successfully
addressed. Thus, our critique is intended to provoke the question: How
do society and the educational system need to be transformed in order
to ensure everyone receives an education that effectively teaches them
about the complexities of sexual oppression?
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